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概要　　
How should we understand the findings of animal linguistics? Over the past 20 or so years, detailed 
comparative studies have revealed how some important qualities observed in human languages are also 
present, in some form or another, in the communication systems of other species. To pick just one 
example, the calls of chestnut-crowned babblers exhibit the collection of qualities that characterise ̒duality example, the calls of chestnut-crowned babblers exhibit the collection of qualities that characterise ̒duality 
of patterning̓, a property many linguists have identified as foundational. How should we interpret such 
discoveries, and accommodate them into linguistic theory? I will present an answer from the perspective 
of cognitive pragmatics.
First, I will summarise my experimental research showing basic combinatorics in bacterial communication. 
Second, I will argue that what is being revealed by animal linguistics is how many aspects of 
combinatoriality are present in the cognition of other species, and as such is potentially available to be 
co-opted by any culturally evolving communication system. Third, I will sketch the argument that what co-opted by any culturally evolving communication system. Third, I will sketch the argument that what 
makes human communication so distinctive is that humans spontaneously interpret communicative 
stimuli as optimally relevant. This tendency sets in motion the cultural evolution of words and grammars, 
as epistemic tools that massive enhance human communication.
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